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Introduction
It is widely accepted that at the heart of communication stands the notion of information. It is what humans tend to communicate with one another, either directly or through machine support, which implies that it is also what we assume machines are meant to process in providing such support. However, the notion of information seems to mean different things to different people. For example, information in the context of Shannon's communication theory has a completely different meaning from that perceived by information scientists.
It is interesting to consider the various senses of the word 'information' provided by 'WordNet', the well known lexical database of English. It defines 'information' as: (a) a message received and understood; (b) data: a collection of facts from which conclusions may be drawn e.g. "statistical data"; (c) knowledge acquired through study or experience or instruction; (d) a numerical measure of the uncertainty of an outcome; (e) formal accusation of a crime. It is intriguing to note that while the first sense of the word provides the widely accepted notion of what 'information' is, definitions b & c reflect the interchangeable nature of the word, being defined as 'data' as well as 'knowledge'. We will see later that in the context of M3C these are three different but related concepts. In the interest of completeness let's note that the last two definitions are context specific: (d) defines information in the context of 'communication theory' and (e) in the context of a legal system.
The above variability in the meaning of information is due to the subjective nature of conceiving that meaning from so many perspectives. To provide machine-mediated support for the communication of information we have to operate with a well defined sense of the word, within a specific context and to provide an appropriate perspective. This aspect will be discussed in section 2, by defining information in relation to data and knowledge. Building on this perspective we will then define the concepts of information artefacts and information space in sections 3 and 4 respectively. We end up with a brief conclusion, indicating directions for further work in section 5.
Signal, Data and Knowledge
Since our context is machine-mediated communication, it becomes necessary to provide grounding for these concepts at the physical layer of the communication framework. The physical layer in this context relates to signaling, being the physical activity that stimulates sensing devices or organs. A signal in this sense refers to a deliberate change in the communication medium through which pre-defined patterns could be detected. Signals that do not carry a pattern are considered 'noise'. If patterns exist, they are referred to as 'data'.
Data could be identified at various levels. For example, electrical or optical changes in a digital conducting medium carry 'binary data'. On the other hand, when such binary data is processed to produce ASCII characters, they are said to produce 'textual data'. The processing of signals into data is usually carried out at hardware/firmware level in machines, or neurological level in animates. Such data is usually loaded with 'information' which can be extracted by an act of 'interpretation'.
The interpretation of data refers to the successful identification of the 'semantics' embedded in the associated patterns (syntax). Since these patterns are pre-defined, the act of interpretation must make reference to where these definitions are stored: longterm memory, where the data-structure holding these definitions is what we refer to as 'knowledge. The outcome of the interpretation of data using knowledge is information. This is the cognitive model of the SDKI system. The social model is based on a DIKW system, where W stands for 'wisdom' e.g. [1] .
Digital content: the information artefact
In this context, the output of a machine is a physical artefact engineered by a human, either directly or indirectly, to communicate information to users of such machines. The physical make up of the artefact, therefore, consists of data items that generate patterns for users' interpretation. The data in such digital content could be visual or auditory, analogical or symbolic.
If we exclude media production, and based on the type of information provided, it is possible to categorize artefacts into two types of digital content: data-based and knowledge-based content. Data-based artefacts provide 'facts' about various aspects of the environment in which we live e.g. weather reports, prices of goods, train schedules, employees of a company and so on. Knowledge-based artefacts on the other hand are externalizations of the knowledge of an author wishing to communicate thoughts to others.
Both types of artefacts have been around for hundreds of years e.g. price lists as an example of the former and articles/books as an example of the latter. Yet, in the realm of digital content it is the former type that has been intensively studied in the context of human-computer interaction (HCI) e.g. [2] while the latter type is merely subject to 'digitization' and 'dumping' into 'digital repositories'. Perhaps it is commercial interest that has driven this disparity. Nevertheless, the shear volume of knowledge-based digital assets, which is prohibiting the exploitation of its full potential, is now driving researchers to consider the HCI aspects of KB artefacts [3, 4] . The problem is that dealing with such assets as individual items limit their collective value, which can only be realized if considered in the context of an 'information space'.
Information fusion: the InfoSpace
The ability to identify and retrieve appropriate assets in response to users' queries is an active area of research. Search engines are currently the best tools available for general use in this area. However, retrieval in this context is driven by 'keywords', which means that retrieved assets will have satisfied keyword matching, but may not necessarily fulfil the objectives of the user. In addition, 'navigating' through a collection of individual assets to identify specific items of information is tedious and time consuming.
The solution is to create proper 'navigationable' space made up of the semantic content of all the assets available, the InfoSpace. Such space can be created by 'fusing' the semantic content of all assets into a single structure. This can be achieved with the aid of ontologies.
Currently we have two ongoing projects to support this end. In the first project, reported in one of the articles presented in this workshop, a procedure has been developed to map documents onto an ontology. In the other project, the semantics of individual documents are structured in such a way to provide nonlinear semantic navigation using 'hierarchical summaries' and 'semantic zooming' [5, 6] .
However, even if such space is created, proper navigation can only take place if proper navigational attributes are incorporated as intrinsic space features. Since navigation is usually visually driven, we are talking here about providing appropriate visual attributes to create a 'navigationable' space. We're now starting to investigate this type of visualisation applied to the InfoSpace.
Conclusion
For effective communication of knowledge-based information, it is necessary to develop the concept of 'navigationable' InfoSpaces. This can be achieved by fusing the semantics of KB info artefacts and providing visual cues for the navigation of such environments.
